Dutch-English participants named words and nonwords with a between-language phonologically inconsistent rime, e.g., GREED and PREED, and control words with a language-typical rime, e.g., GROAN, in a monolingual stimulus list or in a mixed list containing Dutch words. Inconsistent items had longer latencies and more errors than typical items in the mixed lists but not in the pure list. The consistency effect depended on word frequency, but not on language membership, lexicality, or instruction. Instruction did affect the relative speed and number of errors in the two languages. The consistency effect is the consequence of the simultaneous activation of two sublexical codes in the bilinguals' two languages and its size depends on the activation rate of the associated lexical representations (high-frequency words versus low-frequency words and nonwords) and on the decision criteria that monitor the response conflict at the decision level: the timing for responding (time criterion) in each language depends on the composition of the stimulus list and the likelihood of responses in either language.
Every Dutch-English bilingual knows that the English word TOOL sounds like /tOl/ when pronounced in Dutch and that the Dutch word GEEL ("yellow", /Vel/) sounds like /gi…l/ or /dZi…l/ when pronounced in English. Thus, bilinguals can apply spelling-to-sound conversions of one language to letters strings that are words in the other language. The current study investigates the role of AUTOMATIC PHONOLOGICAL RECODING in the other language on target word naming in the native language (L1) or the second language (L2). In particular, we will examine the effects of lexicality, dominance of the target language, instructions, and stimulus list composition on the size of the between-language phonological interference effect and discuss them in relation to the mechanisms for executive control that have been suggested in the literature on bilingual visual word recognition.
In the bilingual domain, several studies have indicated that the phonology of the non-target language affects word recognition in the target language (e.g., Nas, 1983; Beauvillain and Grainger, 1987; Doctor and Klein, 1992; Dijkstra, Grainger, and Van Heuven, 1999; Jared and Kroll, 2001; Jared and Szucs, 2002) . In the masked priming paradigm, studies have shown that the prelexical phonological recoding of a consciously inaccessible letter string is an automatic process in both languages of a bilingual (Brysbaert, Van Dyck and Van de Poel, 1999; Van Wijnendaele and Brysbaert, 2001) . In the Brysbaert et al. study (1999) , Dutch-French participants identified French (L2) target words (e.g., SOURD /su…Â/) in a perceptual identification task. The monolingual stimulus list contained only L2 target words and the bilingual participants were unaware of the primes, which were presented for 42 ms. The primes were nonwords that were homophonic to the L2 targets when the Dutch (L1) spelling-to-sound rules were applied (e.g., "soer" /su.r/). Recognition rates were significantly better on the pseudohomophone prime trials than on the graphemic control trials. The same stimulus materials did not elicit a phonological priming effect when tested in a group of French monolinguals. The authors concluded that L1 (Dutch) spelling-to-sound rules had been automatically activated even though participants were only consciously aware of the L2 words in the experiment.
Using the same stimulus materials, Van Wijnendaele and Brysbaert (2001) observed the same effects with French-Dutch bilinguals. These participants identified the French target words (L1) better following a pseudohomophone according to L2 grapheme-phoneme correspondences than following a graphemic control. The priming effect fell in the same range as the effect in the Brysbaert et al. study . The authors used these comparable effect sizes to conclude that graphemephoneme conversion rules for L1 and L2 are activated automatically and simultaneously during visual word recognition in bilinguals.
Studies using different tasks, like word naming and lexical decision, have produced results that are compatible with this idea of automatic phonological recoding, but also suggest that the effect of this process can vary in size depending on experiment-or language-related factors (Duyck, 2005; Jared and Kroll, 2001) . In particular, language dominance (L1 vs. L2) and the composition E. Smits, D. Sandra, H. Martensen and T. Dijkstra of the stimulus list (monolingual vs. mixed language blocks) appear to be relevant factors. In a masked priming study, Duyck (2005) observed an asymmetry between L1 and L2 pseudohomophone primes. Whereas L1 pseudohomophones facilitated lexical decisions on associatively related L2 targets (e.g., "greis", a pseudohomophone of Dutch "grijs"/"grey" facilitated responses on BLACK), L2 homophones had no effect on associatively related L1 targets. Given the evidence favoring automatic phonological recoding in L1 and L2 in the Van Wijnendaele et al. (2001) study and his own finding that translation priming on L2 words is stronger when the prime is a high-frequency L2 homophone to the target's L1 translation (hook/hoek "corner"), Duyck concludes that L2 phonological recoding is automatic but that phonological representations are probably less accessible in L2 than L1 (i.e., the temporal delay assumption). Jared and Kroll (2001) showed that the effect of prelexical phonological recoding in the non-target language is also determined by list composition. Rather than measuring this effect by means of the processing advantage from masked between-language pseudohomophones, they used phonological interference effects in word naming as a diagnostic. The authors' critical targets were English words with French enemies (e.g., STALE; the rime -ale is pronounced /al/ in French), which they presented for naming to French-English and English-French bilinguals. One of their theoretical interests concerned the recent use of French on the naming latencies for the critical items. With that purpose in mind they used a three-blocks design: a block of English target items, an intermittent block of French filler items and a second block of English target items. The French-English bilinguals (naming in L2, Experiment 4) named the English words with French enemies more slowly than English words without enemies (e.g., SPURT), but only after the intermittent block of French words (although the interaction between block and word type was not significant). They did, however, show a significant error effect in both the first and the second block: words with French rime enemies elicited more errors than words without enemies. The English-French bilinguals (naming in L1, Experiment 1), also showed a larger phonological effect on word naming latencies in the second English block than in the first, but in contrast to the French-English bilinguals, they did not show a significant effect on error rates in either block.
The finding that the pronunciation of a target word is affected by previous reading in the non-target language does not discredit the idea that automatic phonological recoding in the non-target language takes place. It does show that list composition can modify its impact on the target response measure. Two accounts have been proposed to explain this finding. According to Jared and Kroll, the French words in the intermittent block raised the activation levels of the phonological representations of all French words in the lexicon, causing more inhibition from these representations on the target language lexical candidates. In the first block, activation levels in French were too low to affect naming latencies in English. This account is in accordance with the Language Mode Hypothesis (Grosjean, 1998) that bilinguals can either be in a monolingual or a bilingual mode depending on the environment, the task demands and their expectations (see also the Bilingual Interactive Activation (BIA) model of bilingual visual processing by Dijkstra and Van Heuven, 1998 ).
An alternative account, proposed by Dijkstra and Van Heuven (2002) in the new BIA model (BIA+), asserts that list composition does not affect the accessibility of lexical representations in the non-target language but instead the participants' reliance on these representations in the decision stage of the task. In the BIA+ model responses are selected by means of dynamic decision criteria, i.e., selection can rely more or less on some types of information depending on their relevance in the experiment. The effect of stimulus composition can thus be explained: in a monolingual context it is safe to ignore activated representations in the non-target language, because responses are limited to one language only. In contrast, in a mixed language context representations from both languages have to be taken into account, because responses in both languages are required.
It is interesting to note that the effect of list composition on non-target language interference (and the same discussion about its interpretation) has also been observed when the between-language competition arises at the lexical level rather than the sublexical one, i.e., with interlingual homographs (see Dijkstra and Van Heuven, 2002; Dijkstra 2005 for an overview). For example, in both language-specific lexical decision tasks (respond YES to the words of one language and NO to the words of the other language and nonwords; e.g., Dijkstra and Van Heuven, 1998) and in languagespecific word naming (Smits, Martensen, Dijkstra, and Sandra, 2006) reaction times to interlingual homographs were longer than those to monolingual control words in mixed-language stimulus lists but not in monolingual lists (see also De Groot, Delmaar and Lupker, 2000; Dijkstra, De Bruijn, Timmermans and Ten Brinke, 2000; Dijkstra, Timmermans and Schriefers, 2000; Dijkstra, Van Jaarsveld and Ten Brinke, 1998; Von Studnitz and Green, 2002) .
The work with interlingual homographs points to another factor that is of interest for our study of the phonological interference effect: task demands. The inhibition for these words in a language-specific lexical decision task turned into facilitation in a generalized lexical decision task (Dijkstra and Van Heuven, 1998) (YES to words of either language and NO to nonwords). This raises the possibility that the instructions on how to deal with the experimental item types can also modify the effect of phonological interference.
The goal of the current study is to systematically study a number of factors that could modify the interference effect caused by bilingual phonological recoding in the non-target language. We adopted Jared and Kroll's rationale and used naming speed and errors as measures of competition. Word targets were unique to one language, but were pronounceable with a different pronunciation in the other language (e.g., SPOON, which is pronounced /spOn/ in Dutch). We will focus on the impact of the following four factors: (a) stimulus list composition, (b) the lexical status of the target items (to distinguish between prelexical and lexical phonology), (c) language dominance, and (d) task demands.
Stimulus list composition
The target items were tested in two different stimulus lists. The pure list contained only English words and Englishlike nonwords, whereas the mixed list also contained Dutch words and Dutch-like nonwords. The use of two stimulus lists serves two purposes. First, we wanted to replicate Jared and Kroll's (2001) finding that betweenlanguage phonological interference depends on a recent encounter with the non-target language. If so, we should find larger interference effects in our mixed condition. Second, we wanted to create a condition that should elicit maximal phonological interference in order to test the effects of the three other factors under study. If a monolingual stimulus list indeed causes an expectancybased top-down suppression of the other-language lexical representations, language mixing should remove this suppression. Given a random presentation, the language of the upcoming responses is unpredictable and hence participants cannot actively suppress lexical activation or phonological recoding in one language. Thus, the mixed list offers the ideal context for studying the role of the three following factors.
Lexicality
We included both English and Dutch words and Englishlike and Dutch-like nonwords. Nonwords were used to test whether phonological competition at the sublexical level can be resolved on the basis of lexical activation. For words, the correct pronunciation can be retrieved lexically and this information may be used to quickly resolve a phonological conflict that arises at the level of graphemephoneme conversion. In contrast, a pronunciation conflict for nonwords cannot be lexically resolved. Therefore, nonwords may suffer more phonological interference than words. If both words and nonwords show the same degree of interference, this suggests that the articulatory codes needed for responding are mainly based on sublexical information.
Language dominance
The size of the phonological interference effect could differ between L1 and L2 target words. One might expect a larger effect on L2 targets, either because the sublexical generation of an L1 pronunciation is faster or because lexical access to the phonological representation of similar L1 words (and the resulting competition with the L2 target word) is easier. Brysbaert and colleagues' finding (Brysbaert et al., 1999; Van Wijnendaele and Brysbaert, 2001 ) that L1 and L2 pseudohomophones prime equally well suggests that bilinguals engage in phonological recoding in both their languages simultaneously. Still, even if both codes are generated equally fast, their disturbance on the pronunciation of the target will depend on the speed with which the target's lexical representation is accessed. If lexical access for L2 words is on average longer than for L1 words, a larger phonological interference effect is expected for L2 words. This would be in line with the temporal delay hypothesis and with Duyck's (2005) finding that L1 pseudohomophones prime associatively related L2 words more strongly than vice versa. Because Duyck used a monolingual list, it seems reasonable to expect an even stronger phonological interference effect on L2 targets in the mixed list of the current study, which offers optimal interference opportunity, but only if phonological interference in word naming is primarily lexical rather than sublexical. Jared and Kroll (2001) reported a similar asymmetry when using the interference paradigm adopted in the present study: larger interference effects for L2 word naming than for L1 word naming. However, comparison between their participant groups is difficult as their language backgrounds were different. Moreover, comparisons between studies are complicated by differences between techniques, languages, the participants' proficiency levels, and so on. Therefore, we presented our participants in the mixed list with both L1 and L2 words, allowing for a within-participants comparison.
Instruction (task demands)
In Green's (1998) Inhibitory Control model of bilingual processing and in the BIA+ model (Dijkstra and Van Heuven 2002) , a different set of instructions is reflected in a different task schema and/or a different set of decision criteria. To test whether and how decision processes affect phonological interference, we manipulated the task schema by varying the instructions for the nonwords (the strict list condition: pronounce in English vs. the lenient mixed condition: pronounce as you like). As a mixed stimulus list does not allow for the suppression of lexical representations in either language, any differences in the phonological interference effect for words due to differences in nonword instructions should be explained as the result of changes in the decision criteria.
Method

Participants
Participants were Dutch-English bilingual students in the Language Department at the University of Antwerp or staff members. Students received credits or were paid for participation. Staff members volunteered. There were 33 participants in the pure list condition. Their mean age was 20.0 and their mean number of years of experience with English was 7.6. There were 32 participants in the strict mixed condition, with a mean age of 20.2 and a mean number of years experience of 6.5. There were 28 participants in the lenient mixed condition. Their mean age was 19.10, their mean number of years experience with English 7.8. All participants contributed only once. All participants received English instruction in school from the second or third year of secondary education (approximately 14 years of age) until the last year (at approximately 18 years of age). Furthermore, in Flanders, the Dutch speaking part of Belgium, most English language television programs and movies are not dubbed, but subtitled, and English music is very common, so all participants had quite some experience with hearing English from a very young age onwards up until the moment of testing.
Materials
From the Celex-database (Baayen, Piepenbrock and Van Rijn, 1993) all monosyllabic English and Dutch word forms were extracted. All within-and between-language homographs and all words with a word form frequency of 0 were removed.
There were three groups of English words: two groups of test items and one group of filler items. Forty-two English words were selected that had a within-language consistent rime. Twenty-one of these had a rime that was inconsistent between English and Dutch, e.g., SEED, pronounced as /set/ in Dutch (inconsistent items). A second set of 21 items had rimes that are orthographically impossible in monosyllabic Dutch word forms, e.g., SIDE (typical items). These were matched to the inconsistent items, on an item-by-item basis for frequency and letter length, and groupwise for first phoneme, complexity of the onset and occurrence frequency of the rime in English. In addition we selected 21 English words with between-language consistent rimes as a filler group, e.g., SKIP, pronounced as /skIp/ in Dutch. We inserted these fillers to vary the consistency of interlingual rimes in the experimental list, as the test items had either betweenlanguage inconsistent rimes or language-specific rimes.
There were also three groups of 21 Dutch words (two groups of test items and one group of filler items) selected according to the same criteria. An example of a betweenlanguage inconsistent Dutch test word is SLAG (/slAx/, meaning "slap"), an example of a Dutch test word with a monolingual rime is SLIJK (/slEik/, meaning "mud"), and an example of a between-language consistent filler word is STOF (/stÅf/, meaning "dust" or "fabric").
There were two groups of nonwords. In one group, the items were created by recombining the onsets and the rimes of a subset of the inconsistent English test words, e.g., SOOF, which would be pronounced as /sOf/ in Dutch. This resulted in 16 inconsistent nonwords. We added another five nonwords with between-language inconsistent rimes, to obtain a total of 21 inconsistent nonwords. The inconsistent nonwords were matched groupwise to the inconsistent English words for onsets and rime frequency. The second group of nonwords had between-language consistent rimes, e.g., SELM, which would be pronounced /sElm/ in Dutch.
In total, there were 63 English words, 63 Dutch words, and 42 nonwords. For the mean numbers of letters and frequencies per item type, see Table 1 . All the test items and their characteristics are listed in the appendix.
Three list conditions were created. The pure list condition consisted of all English words and nonwords. The two mixed list conditions were created by adding the Dutch words. In the Strict Mixed Condition, participants were instructed to read all nonwords in English. In the Lenient Mixed Condition, participants were told they could choose and vary the language of pronunciation for the nonwords. In total, the Pure List Condition consisted of 105 trials and the mixed list conditions of 168 trials each. Three list versions of each condition were created by randomizing the order of items.
Procedure
Participants sat in front of a computer screen at a distance of approximately 50 cm. Presentation of the trials and the registration of reaction times was monitored by DMDX (see Forster and Forster, 2003) . Before starting the experiment, the participants read the instructions on a sheet of paper. All instructions were in English. The instructions included an example of an English word (HORSE) and a nonword (BLIFT). Participants were instructed to read the presented words out loud as fast as possible with as few errors as possible. In the Pure List Condition and the Strict Mixed List Condition, it was stressed that participants had to read the nonwords as if they were English words. In the Lenient Mixed List Condition, participants were told explicitly that they Each trial began with an attention marker (+) presented in the center of a black screen for 500 milliseconds (ms), preceded by a pause of 500 ms. Then the test item was presented in the center of the screen in a white Courier 24 bold letter type. The next trial started after the pronunciation of the item or after 1500 ms if no response was given. The responses were marked on a score form by the experiment supervisor. Five response types were distinguished: English pronunciations, Dutch pronunciations, mixed pronunciations, pronunciations that were indistinguishable between English and Dutch, and pronunciations that did not fit into any of the aforementioned categories.
Results
Data cleaning
The data were cleaned per List Condition (Pure List, Strict Mixed List, and Lenient Mixed List). Errors were pronunciations in the wrong language, i.e., Dutch responses to English words, e.g., /sid´/ for SIDE; English responses to Dutch words, e.g., /blIZ/ for BLIJ (/blEi/); responses that did not fit either English or Dutch spelling-to-sound conversion rules (SSC-rules), e.g., /snEik/ for SNEAK; and hesitations, stutters, etc. Dutch responses to nonwords, e.g., /spOm/ for SPOOM, were labeled as errors in the Pure List and the Strict Mixed List, and as a separate category in the Lenient Mixed List. This enabled us to compare between the reaction times (RTs) of English responses to nonwords in the Lenient Mixed Condition and those in the Strict Mixed Condition. Because responses in the wrong language formed the vast majority of errors, we analyzed their proportions separately from the other errors.
Reaction times for error responses and all RTs under 150 ms were removed before determining outliers for the reaction time analysis. Participant means and item means were calculated per item type. All individual RTs that were more than 2.56 standard deviations (SDs) slower or faster than both their participant and item mean were removed.
Participants were removed whose mean RT to typically English or Dutch items was more than three SDs higher or lower than the overall mean for these word types in the same List Condition. This resulted in the removal of two participants from the Strict Mixed Condition (remaining n = 30). No participants were removed from the other two List Conditions.
Items whose mean RT deviated more than three SDs from the overall condition mean in a particular list were removed from all lists. This led to the removal of the items FLEET (English test word with an inconsistent rime) and POOK (Dutch test word with an inconsistent rime).
In all, 10% of data were removed from the pure list, 16% from the strict mixed list, and 20 % from the lenient mixed list.
In the following sections, we will first present an analysis of the English test words in the different list conditions. Second, we will compare the English test words to the Dutch test words. Third, we will analyze the consistency effect for nonwords.
English words
Overall analysis
For an overview of RTs and errors, see Table 2 . An analysis of variance including the within-participants factor Consistency (inconsistent versus typical items), and the between-participants factor List Condition was conducted As the consistency effect differed between the pure and the mixed lists, we analyzed these lists separately. We collapsed across the two mixed lists, because the above analyses indicated no difference in the size of the consistency effect between those. In the PURE LIST, inconsistent English words were named faster than typical English words, but this effect was not significant in the item analysis [F1 (1,32) = 10.48, p < .01; F2 < 1]. In the MIXED LISTS, inconsistent words were named more slowly than typical words, but again this difference was not significant in the item analysis [F1 (1,57) = 4.39, p < .05; F2 < 1].
The same analyses were performed on the proportion of wrong-language responses to English words. Inconsistent words elicited significantly more wronglanguage responses than typical words [F1 (1,58) = 52.89, p < .001; F2 (1,39) = 7.52, p < .01]. There was a significant effect of List Condition [F1 (2,88) = 26.88, p < .001; F2 (2,38) = 9.00, p < .005] and a significant interaction between Consistency and List Condition [F1 (2,88) = 11.80, p < .001; F2 (2,38) = 3.06, p = .06]. Separate analyses, involving only two list conditions, showed that the effect of Consistency was smaller in the Pure List than in the Mixed Lists, both the Lenient Mixed List [F1 (1,59) = 28.42, p < .001; F2 (1,39) = 4.52, p < .05], and the Strict Mixed List [F1 (1,61) = 9.72, p < .005; F2 (1,39) = 5.90, p < .05]. The consistency effect was the same in the two mixed lists [F1 (1,56) = 3.18, p = .08; F2 (1,39) = 1.71, p = .19].
As the above analyses showed a difference between the pure and the mixed lists, we analyzed these separately. We collapsed across the two mixed lists, because they did not differ in the size of the consistency effect. In the PURE LIST, inconsistent English words caused more wrong-language responses than typical English words, but this difference was not significant [F1 (1,32) = 3.20, p = .08; F2 (1,39) = 1.99, p = .17]. In the MIXED LISTS, inconsistent words caused significantly more wronglanguage responses than typical words [F1 (1,57) = 43.55, p < .001; F2 (1,40) = 7.41, p < .05].
Frequency effects
High-frequency words might be subject to less interference from an inconsistent phonological code in the non-target language than low-frequency words. In order to assess this possibility, we performed a frequencydetermined median split on the typical and inconsistent English words. However, a direct comparison between the corresponding subsets (above-median versus belowmedian) of these word types was unwarranted, because they were not matched on onset and rime frequency (typical and inconsistent words had been matched on these factors on a groupwise rather than a pairwise basis). Accordingly, we assessed the effect of consistency in these subsets indirectly by comparing the effect of language mixing on the two word types. In order to do so, we subtracted an item's mean naming latency in the pure list from its mean naming latency in the mixed list (either strict or lenient, depending in the analysis). Interference from the phonology of the non-target language will surface in the form of larger difference scores for the inconsistent words than for the typical words. By performing an analysis on these difference scores with the factor frequency (above or below median), we can assess whether phonological interference is stronger for lowfrequency words than for high-frequency words. For an overview of the difference scores per frequency category, see Table 3 . An item analysis on the difference scores including the within-items factor List Condition (lenient or strict), and the between-items factors Consistency (inconsistent or typical) and Frequency (high frequency or low frequency) was conducted. The analysis shows that List Condition had a significant effect: the difference scores were larger for the Lenient Mixed Condition than for the Strict Mixed Condition [F2 (1,37) = 11, p < .005]. Consistency had a significant effect as well [F2 (1,37) = 10, p < .005]: inconsistent words had larger difference scores than typical words. Frequency did not have a significant effect [F2 < 1]. There was, however, a significant interaction between Consistency and Frequency [F2 (1,37) = 7, p < .01]: the consistency effect was larger for lowfrequency words than for high-frequency ones. The other interactions were not significant.
English and Dutch words
For an overview of RTs and errors, see F2 (1,78) = 15.38, p < .001]: in the Lenient Mixed List, English words elicited more wrong-language responses than Dutch words, whereas the reverse was true for the Strict Mixed List. The interaction between Language and Consistency was significant in the participant analysis, but not in the item analysis [F1 (1,56) = 23.94, p < .01; F2 (1,78) = 2.43, p = .12]: Dutch words had a larger consistency effect than English words. The other interactions were not significant.
Nonword analysis
Is the effect of phonological interference the same for words and nonwords? Our analysis of the word data showed that inconsistent English words suffered more from language mixing than typical English words, indicating that the RT increase for inconsistent words in the mixed list reflects (at least in part) phonological interference.
In an additional analysis we assessed the presence of phonological interference in nonwords by using the effect of language mixing on typical English words as a baseline. As the latter effect cannot be due to phonological interference, a larger effect of language mixing on inconsistent nonwords would reveal the presence of phonological interference. Even though the two item types in this comparison differ with respect to two factors (phonological consistency and lexicality) the analysis is legitimate, if the latency difference between words and nonwords is constant across lists. That is, if lexicality does not affect language mixing. This was indeed the case as was shown by an analysis with the factors Lexicality (inconsistent nonword or inconsistent word) and List Condition (Pure versus Strict Mixed or Lenient Mixed).
The interaction was never significant [Pure versus Lenient Mixed List: F1 (1,59) = 1; p = .25; F2 < 1; Pure versus Strict Mixed List: F1 (1,61) = 4, p = .07; F2 (1,39) = 1; p = .28]. As such, a comparison of the language mixing effect between the inconsistent nonwords and the typical English words will only reflect the effect of phonological consistency and not the effect of lexicality. The data for this analysis were the differences obtained by subtracting the mean RT in the Pure List from the mean RT in a Mixed List (as in the analysis of the frequency factor; for the difference scores, see Table 5 ). In the analysis including the within-item factor List Condition (Lenient or Strict) and the between items factor Consistency (inconsistent nonword or typically English word) we found indeed that the difference scores for inconsistent nonwords were larger than the difference scores for typical English words [F2 (1,40) = 4, p < .05], indicating a phonological interference effect for the nonwords. List Condition did not have a significant effect [F2 (1,40), p = .24]. The interaction was not significant [F2 < 2].
General discussion
The goal of the present paper was to study which mechanisms modify the phonological interference effect in word naming. We studied four factors: stimulus list composition, lexicality, language dominance, and nonword naming instruction. By manipulating stimulus list composition we attempted to replicate Jared and Kroll's (2001) observation that the effect of phonological interference depends on list composition. The manipulation of lexicality made it possible to assess the relative contributions of sublexical and lexical phonological codes. The factor language dominance addressed the issue whether sublexical phonological codes are generated simultaneously in L1 and L2. Finally, nonword naming instruction allowed us to assess the impact of a decision stage factor on the magnitude of phonological interference.
The between-language phonological interference effect was tested by contrasting two types of items: items of which the rime had conflicting pronunciations in the two languages of the bilinguals (e.g., GREED, pronounced /Vret/ in Dutch) and items whose rimes occurred in only one language (e.g., GROAN, -oan does not exist as a rime in Dutch). Dutch-English bilinguals named English words and nonwords in a monolingual list or in a mixed language list with Dutch words, whose rimes were also either between-language inconsistent or typical for Dutch. We used two sets of instructions for the mixed language lists: nonwords had to be named in English (the Strict Mixed Condition) or participants could choose and vary the language of pronunciation for the nonwords (the Lenient Mixed Condition).
In the MIXED LANGUAGE LISTS we found a reliable consistency effect for both English and Dutch words. Items with conflicting rimes between languages had slower naming latencies and elicited more errors than items with language-typical rimes. The consistency effect was equally large for nonwords and words. Within the set of English words, the effect was significantly smaller for the higher-frequency words than for the lowerfrequency words (the interaction between frequency and consistency could not be assessed for Dutch words, as the statistical analysis required a comparison with the pure list). Although varying the instructions with respect to nonword naming did not change the consistency effect, it did have a general effect on the mean reaction times and error rates for items in the two languages. In the Strict Mixed Condition, word naming was equally fast in English and in Dutch, and Dutch words elicited more errors than English words. In the Lenient Mixed Condition, word naming was faster in Dutch than in English and there was no difference in error rates. In the MONOLINGUAL LIST there was no phonological interference effect. Inconsistent words were even named somewhat faster than typical words (an effect that was not significant in the item analysis) and their error rates did not differ. The first factor that was manipulated in the current study was STIMULUS LIST COMPOSITION. In the mixed lists we observed a between-language phonological interference effect, which confirms that sublexical phonology can be activated simultaneously for the two languages of bilinguals (Brysbaert et al., 1999, and Van Wijnendaele and Brysbaert, 2001) . However, our data do not allow us to confirm or reject the hypothesis that simultaneous phonological activation in both languages is automatic and therefore occurs in all situations, because we observed no interference effect for the inconsistent items in the pure list.
The observed differences between the mixed lists and the pure list in this study are parallel to the differences observed by Jared and Kroll (2001) . They observed a consistency effect on English targets with between-language inconsistent rimes when they were named after the participants had named a French filler block, and a smaller (or no) such effect when they were named before the French filler block. Jared and Kroll explained this difference in terms of suppression of lexical representations in the non-target language, which takes place as long as participants encounter only words from a single language, but disappears when recent experience leads them to expect words from the other language as well. This account could be extended to the suppression of non-target language sublexical phonology in a pure list through inhibitory connections from the lexical to the sublexical level. However, an interpretation along these lines would contradict that activation of sublexical phonology in the non-target language is automatic, as was proposed by Brysbaert et al. (1999) and Van Wijnendaele and Brysbaert (2001) .
There is a way to reconcile the notion of automatic phonological recoding in the two languages of a bilingual with the absence of a between-language phonological interference effect in word naming in a pure list. Dijkstra and Van Heuven (2002) argued in their BIA+ model that top-down suppression of all lexical representations in one language on the basis of expectations is not possible and that the outcomes of the sublexical and lexical activation processes are evaluated at a decision level according to dynamic decision criteria, such as language membership. Depending on these criteria, a response selection problem may or may not arise. According to this view, words with between-language inconsistent rimes would cause a selection problem in a mixed list but not in a pure list. In our pure list only English responses are required. Therefore, even though sublexical phonological recoding or lexical activation would also lead to Dutch response candidates, the latter could be safely ignored and hence not delay the selection process. In the mixed language lists, however, the response language for the next trial is not predictable. As such, on each trial the process of response selection has to consider all response options. As automatic phonological recoding in L1 and L2 will yield conflicting phonological codes for inconsistent words but not for typical English or Dutch words, the selection process will be delayed and more prone to errors in the case of inconsistent words. This account rejects the idea of top-down suppression of the non-target language, while offering a way to integrate the effect of list composition with the hypothesis that sublexical phonological codes are activated automatically and simultaneously in the bilingual's two languages during visual word recognition (Brysbaert et al., 1999; Van Wijnendaele and Brysbaert, 2001) . In all fairness, our effect of list composition does not by itself reject the suppression hypothesis, even though an interpretation of our data in terms of automatic phonological activation and list-dependent decision criteria is plausible and offers a coherent account of apparently contradictory findings in previous research.
The second factor we examined was the LEXICALITY of our items. The presence of a lexical representation for words (hence a stored pronunciation) could make it easier to resolve the conflict between two sublexical phonological codes. However, there was no overall difference between words and nonwords when we compared the effect of language mixing (pure vs. mixed list) on the consistency effect. On closer inspection, it became clear that the magnitude of the consistency effect does not so much depend on the presence of a lexical representation but on its accessibility: lower-frequency inconsistent words suffered significantly more from language mixing than higher-frequency words. This interaction between frequency and consistency is in line with findings in the monolingual domain, where larger phonological interference effects for low-frequency words than for highfrequency words have also been observed (Seidenberg, Waters, Barnes, and Tanenhaus, 1984; Waters and Seidenberg, 1985; Taraban and McClelland, 1987) .
The finding that an effect of phonological interference particularly affects low-frequency words and nonwords suggests a sublexical locus of the effect. In such an account, inconsistent nonwords and inconsistent English words are recoded into two sublexical phonological codes, according to L1 and L2 grapheme-phoneme mappings. When the item is a high-frequency word in the target language, the quick accessibility of its stored pronunciation will make it possible to resolve the selection problem very fast or even prevent it from taking place. In contrast, when the item is a low-frequency word in the target language, lexical access will be slow (or impossible in the case of nonwords), providing opportunity for a response conflict between the two phonological codes. Note that this dual-route account does not deny a role for lexical phonology in the naming of low-frequency words. The error percentages indicate that participants rely on the stored pronunciation of these words to avoid making a non-target language response, but the reaction times show that this process is too slow to prevent a response conflict. Accordingly, the different effect of phonological consistency on high-frequency and low-frequency words reflects the relative speed with which their prelexical and lexical phonological codes become available, rather than whether they become available at all.
Even though nonwords have no lexical representation, they too can generate phonological information through sublexical recoding and through lexical activation. The lexical route will produce partial activation of L1 and L2 orthographic neighbors, while at the same time the L1 and L2 sublexical codes cause a response conflict. The way in which this conflict is resolved depends on the instructions for nonword pronunciation. When participants are free to choose the language for nonword pronunciation (Lenient Mixed Condition), they may choose the pronunciation that is most strongly supported by the partially activated words in the lexicon. However, when they must pronounce nonwords according to the pronunciation rules for a particular language (Strict Mixed Condition), they have to select the appropriate phonological code on the basis of language information. This information can be derived from the analogy between the sublexical phonological codes and the phonological representations of the partially activated neighbors (see Lemhöfer and Dijkstra, 2004) . For example, the nonword SPOOM will activate the orthographic and phonological representations of English ROOM, BLOOM, GROOM, and so on, and by analogy /spu…m/ will be "tagged" as the English response for SPOOM.
Our adoption of a dual-route account to explain how lexicality and frequency shape the size of the phonological interference effect strongly resembles Rastle and Brysbaert's (2006) conclusions concerning the role of automatic phonological recoding in L1 and especially the way in which they modeled this process. On the basis of an exhaustive meta-analysis review of the literature on masked pseudohomophone priming (in English) and two novel experiments, these authors showed that masked pseudohomophone priming is a small but reliable effect, reflecting the existence of a fast sublexical process of automatic phonological recoding in L1. Importantly, the most successful simulation of their findings within the DRC framework (Coltheart, Rastle, Perry, Langdon & Ziegler, 2001) set out from the assumption that a word's phonological representation in the mental lexicon is activated through two independent input "channels": a sublexical phonological code and a connection to the word's orthographic representation (which mediates lexical access). Thus participants in a lexical-decision task can discriminate between true words like brain and pseudohomophones like brane on the basis of activation levels, which will be higher in the case of a real word due to the orthographic route. Rastle and Brysbaert' s proposal that response selection in a lexical decision task hinges on the joint operation of sublexical and lexical phonology comes close to our own claim that the occurrence of between-language phonological interference in word naming depends on the relative speed with which an item's stored pronunciation and its sublexical phonological code become available.
The third factor under study in the mixed language lists was the LANGUAGE MEMBERSHIP of the test words. We observed equally large effects of phonological consistency on L1 and L2 words. This is in accordance with the findings of Van Wijnendaele and Brysbaert (2001) . They found that masked nonword primes facilitated the perceptual identification of L1 target words when L2 grapheme-phoneme conversion rules made the primes homophonic to their targets. This effect of automatic phonological recoding in L2 was just as large as the effect observed earlier by Brysbaert et al. (1999) , who used the same materials but presented them to participants with the reverse language dominance. For these participants, the targets were L2 words and the critical primes were pseudohomophones according to L1 grapheme-phoneme correspondences. The authors concluded from these studies that there is automatic and simultaneous activation of L1 and L2 spelling-to-sound rules. Our finding that phonological consistency has the same effect on L1 and L2 words supports this claim.
The last factor under study was the effect of INSTRUCTIONS. As was mentioned above, participants were instructed to name the nonwords in English in one mixed list condition (the Strict Condition) and told they could choose and vary the language of pronunciation for the nonwords in the other mixed list condition (the Lenient Condition). Although the consistency effect was the same across the mixed list conditions, the relationship between the two languages on overall response speed and error rates changed. This is evident from the naming latencies on the inconsistent words, but also on the typical words. In the Strict Mixed List, English word responses were equally fast as Dutch word responses, but in the Lenient Mixed List English word responses were significantly slower than Dutch word responses.
It is implausible that this effect on word naming speed is due to the suppression of L2 representations in the Lenient Condition. Mixing words in an unpredictable sequence of L1 and L2 targets creates circumstances that make language suppression counterproductive. Rather, we suggest that the timing of responses is determined on the basis of a separate time criterion for each language. These criteria reflect the participants' confidence in making responses in that language. As the effect of nonword instruction indicates, the criteria are sensitive to the probability with which a response in the language must be made. In the Strict Condition, the requirement to name the nonwords in English implies a 2:1 ratio of English to Dutch responses. In the Lenient Condition, the freedom to select a response language for nonwords implies a much lower ratio (almost 1:1 on average, see Table 4 ). As an English response was more probable in the Strict Condition, participants will have been more confident to select the English pronunciation and, accordingly, have adopted an earlier time criterion for English responses compared to participants in the Lenient Condition. This is reflected in a different relationship between the English and Dutch word naming speeds in the two mixed conditions.
The notion of a time criterion can also account for another effect: the finding that typical English words are named more slowly in the mixed lists than in the pure list. It appears that when one item type in L2 causes a processing delay (i.e., inconsistent L2 words) participants become more cautious to name the "easy" L2 items as well (i.e., typical L2 words). This suggests that one word type in a language determines participants' overall confidence for making responses in that language, i.e., the time criterion for that language. This fits in with the literature on the effect of mixing item types (e.g., Lupker, Brown, and Colombo, 1997; Lupker, Kinoshita, Coltheart, and Tamsen, 2003) . For instance, Lupker et al. (2003) found that pictures were named more slowly when participants had to name words in the same list than when they were presented in a pure list and that this mixing cost increased as a function of word difficulty (a higher cost when the presented words had more letters, lower frequencies, and multiple syllables). It seems as though the time criterion for picture responding moved in accordance with the word naming latencies. These findings can be transferred to our own experiment: delaying the naming response to inconsistent L2 words by adding L1 words had a "spill-over" effect on the phonologically unproblematic, typical L2 words, which suggests the involvement of a time criterion.
Conclusions
The effects of our four factors on word naming supports the following verbal description of how bilinguals process words with between-language phonologically inconsistent rimes. The finding of phonological interference when a stored pronunciation takes relatively long to access (lowfrequency words) or does not exist (nonwords) reveals the existence of a sublexical process of grapheme-phoneme mapping, which recodes the orthographic string into a phonological code. Equally-sized interference effects on the naming of L1 and L2 words indicate that this phonological recoding occurs simultaneously in the two languages of relatively proficient bilinguals such as the participants in the current study. When this process yields two conflicting phonological codes (between-language inconsistent rimes), it creates the potential for a response conflict in a naming task, which will manifest itself in the form of slower responses and more errors. Two factors can prevent or quickly resolve this conflict: one at the lexical level and one at the decision level. When the target is a high-frequency word the fast retrieval of its stored pronunciation will enable the response mechanism to quickly select the appropriate pronunciation. When the task schema at the decision stage excludes responses on the basis of language information (pure list), the presence of conflicting phonological codes will not cause a response conflict either. Hence, we conclude that the current study is compatible with the hypothesis of automatic phonological recoding (see Rastle & Brysbaert, 2006) and with the notion that such recoding occurs in parallel in the two languages of bilinguals (Brysbaert et al. 1999, Van Wijnendaele and Brysbaert, 2001) . Moreover, the concept of dynamic decision criteria from the BIA+ framework (Dijkstra & Van Heuven, 2002) allows us to integrate this conclusion with a seemingly contradictory effect: our replication of Jared and Kroll's finding (2001) that the between-language phonological interference effect depends on stimulus list composition. E. Smits, D. Sandra, H. Martensen and T. Dijkstra Appendix: The test items TYPICAL DUTCH WORDS pij "habit" 3 1 0.00 1.00 17 1.00 vlo "flea" 3 1 0.00 1.00 11 0.83 huig "uvula" 4 1 0.00 1.00 6 1.00 geul "ditch" 4 2 0.30 1.00 5 1.00 snaar "string" 5 2 0.30 1.00 21 1.00 spijs "food" 5 2 0.30 1.00 11 1.00 slijk "mud" 5 4 0.60 1.00 13 1.00 koek "biscuit" 4 7 0.85 1.00 10 1.00 zoen "kiss" 4 10 1.00 1.00 10 1.00 stoet "parade" 5 11 1.00 1.00 17 1.00 kaal "bald" 4 13 
